
Wine & Hospitality 



Hearst Newspapers built a custom strategy tailored to our 
Wine industry client’s.

SOCIAL ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN

Client A is a winery in Napa, set out to create 
quality wines that pair best with good food and 
good company. 

ABOUT CLIENT A
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Hearst Newspapers built a custom strategy tailored to 
advertise the client’s holiday sale. The primary goal was 
to increase inventory purchases and traffic to the 
company's holiday gift bundles.

SOCIAL ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN

Objective
Increase website purchases of holiday 
branded wines and gift bundles 
through Facebook and Instagram. 

Solution
Our custom strategy used lead gen 
newsletter and website traffic 
campaigns to raise awareness of the 
sale and provide a promotional code 
to subscribers. These campaigns 
were then followed by conversion and 
catalog campaigns to drive a sale and 
purchase. 
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Hearst Newspapers utilized a full funnel approach to ensure the right audience was targeted at the right time. 
Audiences were meet with introductory information through traffic and lead generation ads. Shortly followed by the 
conversion ads for the chance to search the website catalog. Lastly, the audience is than introduced to catalog ads 
optimized by with specific product group (holiday) or recently viewed items.

FULL FUNNEL APPROACH

CatalogTraffic Lead Generation Conversion
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With certified Facebook tools, our team was able to 
collect data and create the following custom audiences. 
These custom audiences allow for a wider net of viewers 
that are genuinely interested in the brand and product. 

Custom Audiences

Retargeting
Audiences in this group have been collected from 
data within website traffic, social platform 
engagement, and previous campaign objectives. The 
people within these audiences are often familiar with 
the brand and receive the sales information at 
optimized intervals. 

Look-a-like (LAL)
This audience is a mirror image of selected data 
sources. LAL audiences are copied from another 
group by determining similar to near exact traits, such 
as age, gender, location, interests, etc. Once the 
affinity and determined is made, the ads are then 
delivered. 
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Wine Client A
What we have accomplished: 
From Nov 1 - Dec 25, achieved over 1.2M impressions, 
reached 464K individual users, and received over 9.2K link 
clicks to the website. 

In addition, the lead generation campaigns achieved 487 
leads. While the Conversion and Catalog Sales campaign 
resulted in 196 website purchases, a rate of 3.5 purchases 
per day.

Services:
Paid Social Media - Full Funnel

1,270,916 14,349 9,239

Impressions Engagements Link Clicks

RESULTS

2021 Results

196

Purchases

$20,773.38

Purchase
Value



Let’s talk about how Hearst Bay Area 
can help your business thrive.

Contact us today to learn more.

https://marketing.sfgate.com/contact-us

